
VIRTUAL TOUR FINALIZATION CHECKLIST  

Check these things: 
G CUPS (Capitalization, usage, punctuation, spelling)

G Content (Look over the directions sheet; make sure you have all pertinent info.)
Big thing: Your slides should be brief, bulleted points; however, you should not leave
pertinent details off the slides. In other words, if you say something of importance, that
counts toward the content side of things, make sure it's in the slide, too. 

Q Descriptive title on slide (ex: Lowell, Massachusetts: Textile Mfg Town”)
Q Description of city today (population; major industry/ies)
Q Explanation for historic sites on your tour and how (if applicable) they relate to the

Industrial Revolution (or the time period of industrialization and urbanization)
Q Description of city’s role in Industrial Revolution

Historical connection of city to Industrial Revolution
Q Correct time period

   Q Biographies of inventors, industrialists/big business owners, labor activists
(connected or linked to your city)

Q All sources of information cited in APA style on References slide(s)

G Map of whole region at or near beginning of slide show; Map of city before each set of slides of
that city

G Slides (check to be sure they aren't wordy and the pictures have captions or descriptions and
they aren't covering your text.

G Font & Picture Size - Make sure they are big enough to see well

G Pictures - Do you have a description for each picture or a caption? Check to be sure your picture
isn’t covering any text in your slides. Pictures must be appropriate.

G Notes pages (all of what you say should be in the notes portion).  
Again, your slides should be brief, bulleted points; however, you should not leave
pertinent details off the slides. In other words, if you say something of importance, that
counts toward the content side of things, make sure it's in the slide, too.  

G REFERENCES (All your work needs to be cited in APA style.)
Q Don’t know how? Use Citation Machine to help or the Purdue OWL website (i.e.

APA References)

Q The word “References” is at the top of the slide... Bolded; Capital R. (Not underlined;
Not all CAPS)

Q Hanging indents (Every line after first is tabbed in)

Q Space between entries, but no double, double-spacing

Q All entries are in alphabetical order.  (Numbers come before letters.)

If you want me to know who is responsible for each entry, put the students name in
parenthesis at the end of the entry.  Otherwise, I’ll be looking at the whole reference list
for the entire tour group.

G Print two copies of the NOTES PAGES of your slide presentation. 
Staple one whole set and turn it in to me (Mrs. Klatt)

Make sure your class mods and names are on the front page.

Divide up the pages of the second copy to the appropriate people in your tour group.   
You will use these when you present and they will be part of your notebook grade.

Q ONE PERSON IN YOUR TOUR GROUP needs to share your finalized tour with me (Mrs. Klatt).
 
Can't wait to go on these tours with you! :)
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